My dear Scott,

Captain Forbes told me to write and ask you if you will try and do something about getting that warrant for apprehending the Black fellow Burke. As notice has been given to him of the certificate which you sent them, and as they appear to have forgotten it, Burke thinks that being on the spot you may perhaps be able to move about and get it out—Sutherland advanced Bownell his share of the reward—and Mr. Sutherland was this morning speaking to Burke about the matter, saying that as her husband is now inGoal for debt and she is not so indifferent with...
too great a supply of the needful, this in small score would be very acceptable to you if she could only get it.

Of course you have heard that all the groups are among the blacks again at the Williams & Peterson. I was for a long time taking some of them to be Sheridan's, and that some if not all have been shot — whether this is true or false I cannot say at all, having seen them myself. You will, when you return, you will continue to bring some rain back with you for we are getting more and more thirsty every day. If you return
in Sydney much longer. I think you will not know the District on your return for we are going to erect Court Houses, Churches and I suppose Clerks houses into the bargain for they have determined on receiving us all down to Cobb & Co. I don't think I have anything more to communicate to you.

Therefore wish you good night and a pleasant passage from here to Sydney.

Yours very truly,

Alfred Glencore